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Abstract—In this article, we introduce Flip-On-Chip, the1

first end-to-end tool that thoroughly examines the vulnerabil-2

ity of embedded DRAM against rowhammer bit flips. Our3

tool, Flip-On-Chip, utilizes DRAM address mapping information4

to efficiently and deterministically perform a double-sided5

RowHammer test. We evaluated Flip-On-Chip on two DRAM6

modules: 1) LPDDR2 and 2) LPDDR4. It is found that our7

proposed tool increases the number of bit flips by 7.34% on8

LPDDR2 and by 99.97% on LPDDR4, as compared to state-9

of-the-art approaches provided in the literature. Additionally,10

Flip-On-Chip takes into account a number of system-level param-11

eters to evaluate their influence on triggering Rowhammer bit12

flips.13

Index Terms—ARM, bit flips profiling, DRAM, Rowhammer.14

I. INTRODUCTION15

SECURING memory from unauthorized modifications has16

been a major concern for computer systems. Researchers17

have put forth a number of strategies to guard memory against18

unauthorized modifications. However, the problem still per-19

sists and data corruption in memory is still possible. A primary20

reason is due to vulnerabilities which get exposed during oper-21

ation and allow adversaries to mount sophisticated attacks that22

can bypass the memory protection techniques. For example,23

Mutlu and Kim [1] identified a new method of corrupting24

data kept in memory which the users do not have access25

to. Rowhammer is the name given to this phenomenon in26

which the same DRAM rows are purposefully accessed/struck27

repeatedly during a refresh interval in order to corrupt data28

by flipping bits in nearby cells. Technology scaling is the pri-29

mary reason for this vulnerability, as it increases cell-to-cell30

interaction, thus reducing reliability. Though initially this bug31

was identified in DRAM of large computing systems, however,32

later, it was revealed that the memory of embedded and mobile33

devices is not resistant to this vulnerability either [2], [3].34

Within a few years, a myriad of research studies have illus-35

trated the devastating effects of this vulnerability by mounting36

attacks on various types of computing systems [1], [3], [4],37

[5], [6], [7]. These publications primarily offer two meth-38

ods for mounting Rowhammer attacks: 1) probabilistic [5]39

and 2) deterministic [4], [7]. In probabilistic approaches, such40
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as a single-sided Rowhammer attack, two or more rows are 41

randomly chosen, and are accessed alternately causing bit 42

flips in victim rows. Picking a random address is a simpler 43

method since it does not require the knowledge of phys- 44

ical address mapping to DRAM’s row, column, and bank 45

bits [5], [8]. On the other hand, due to lack of mapping 46

knowledge, applying these techniques does not guarantee the 47

presence of target address at the vulnerable location of the 48

DRAM [3]. Thus, they are unreliable, and may lead to alter- 49

ation of undesired data. Deterministic methods are preferable 50

because they allow strategic placement of critical data at vul- 51

nerable locations. This ensures deterministic bit flips, which 52

are significantly more effective. Researchers have also shown 53

that hammering two neighboring rows of a specific DRAM 54

row (say (i − 1)th and (i + 1)th neighbor rows of an ith row) 55

increases the likelihood of bit flips rather than hammering 56

just one neighbor and a more distant row. Also, for many 57

machines, double-sided hammering is necessary for trigger- 58

ing bit flips [5] in a reasonable time. In order to explore and 59

launch an effective and deterministic Rowhammer attack on 60

DRAMs, it is imperative to reveal the hidden DRAM address 61

mapping. 62

The mapping information between user-level locations (such 63

as virtual addresses) and physical locations on DRAM (such as 64

row and bank), however, is not made available by the vendors. 65

Therefore, access of the upper and lower neighboring rows 66

in the same bank is not straightforward. Thus, the research 67

community either resorts to hardware probing [4] or software- 68

based methods [4], [6], [7], [8] to reveal this information. 69

However, these techniques have mainly been restricted to 70

the ×86 platforms, and not much explored for embedded 71

devices. To the best of our knowledge, only two software- 72

based techniques have been proposed so far for embedded 73

devices [9], [10]. Though the knowledge about bank bits 74

was uncovered in [10], however, this article implemented 75

the approach of DRAMA [4], and it is ineffective and does 76

not give deterministic address mapping as indicated in [7]. 77

Similarly, the proposal of [9], when executed, (source code 78

was made publicly available1) it was found that only a sin- 79

gle row bit location was identified, and the procedure did 80

not reveal the bank bits because of which some of the col- 81

lected group of three addresses were not situated in the same 82

bank different row (SBDR). Moreover, since all row bits were 83

not discovered, thus the number of aggressor and victim rows 84

were left unidentified. As a result, the whole memory was not 85

profiled and thus lot of vulnerable locations were remained 86

1https://github.com/0x5ec1ab/rowhammer armv8
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Fig. 1. Overall workflow.

uncovered. Thus, further research is needed to uncover the87

complete mapping information and verify this newly acquired88

knowledge by conducting rowhammer test on ARM devices.89

Our Contributions: We present to the embedded research90

community.91

1) Tools for DRAM address mapping and bit-flip profiling.92

2) Analysis of bit-flip locations.93

3) Examining the impact of various factors on the embed-94

ded DRAM chips.95

To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no such96

tool that facilitates such an extensive study of RowHammer97

attacks on embedded devices, specially memory modules of98

ARM-based experimental boards.99

II. METHODOLOGY100

The main goal of our approach is to help a user to detect101

whether the DRAM of an embedded device is susceptible to bit102

flips and, if yes, analyze those vulnerable memory locations.103

Fig. 1 illustrates the high-level view of our proposed104

methodology. It consists of two components-DRAM address105

mapping unveiling tool which infer the detailed memory geom-106

etry information [11] and Flip-On-Chip tool, which utilizes the107

provided information to perform the deterministic rowhammer108

test. Further, our Flip-On-Chip tool consists of two compo-109

nents: 1) a Rowhammer Test tool and 2) a bit-flip profiler110

(BFP). It also profiles the memory to determine data alter-111

ations that happened during the Rowhammer test and stores112

them. The detailed explanation is provided in the following113

sections.114

A. DRAM Address Mapping Unveiling Tool115

To trigger rowhammer in a deterministic manner, addresses116

that lie in the SBDR should be identified. To fulfil this precon-117

dition, we developed a tool that reverse-engineers DRAM chip118

of the target device and provides underlying hardware mapping119

information. We make use of the target device information to120

judiciously select physical addresses in order to provide deter-121

ministic DRAM address mapping. The device information122

includes total number of banks, rows, columns, and physi-123

cal memory size. To find the hidden DRAM address mapping124

for ARM devices, two major technological challenges must be125

addressed.126

1) Determination of Device Information: On any ×86127

architecture, the device information can be obtained128

by reading the EEPROM kernel module. The kernel129

module is read via the decode-dimms system com-130

mand [7], [8]. However, for ARM-based devices such131

as RPI 4B and RPI 3B+, no such EEPROM could be132

found and thus decode-dimms did not work. To find the133

device information, the hardware specification sheet of134

the device provided by the memory manufacturer was 135

consulted. 136

2) Development of Dedicated Module to Determine Row- 137

Buffer and Nonrow-Buffer Conflicts: To compare the 138

timing between row-buffer and nonrow-buffer conflicts 139

×86 architecture supports an unprivileged instruction 140

called rdtsc [4]. Unlike ×86, on ARM architecture, 141

performance monitors cycle count register (PMCCNTR) 142

instruction is privileged. Thus, to determine these con- 143

flicts for ARM, we had to implement our own kernel 144

module. 145

Our address mapping tool consists of two major compo- 146

nents: 1) address generation and translation unit and 2) a unit 147

to map physical address bits to DRAM address bits. The Main 148

Module, the Communication Module, and the Latency Module 149

are the three modules which implement both the components. 150

DRAM address mapping refers to mapping of physical address 151

to a 3-tuple: 〈Row, Column, Bank〉 (DIMM, channel, and rank 152

bits are included in the bank bits). 153

The mapping is constructed using the timing channel con- 154

cept [6] which distinguishes row-buffer conflicts from non 155

rowbuffer conflicts. The row-buffer conflicts happen when the 156

two addresses are located in SBDR, resulting in higher latency 157

as than the case that these addresses lie either within the same 158

row or in different banks. Using this principle, the position of 159

row, column, and bank bits is determined. 160

Finding Row and Column Bits We implemented the algo- 161

rithm described in [6] that reverse-engineers mapping of ×86 162

platform. In contrast to their method, which is implemented 163

as a user process, our approach consists of two modules: 164

1) the Main module, a user module and 2) the Latency mod- 165

ule, a kernel module. We modify the following w.r.t. ARM 166

architecture. 167

1) The total access time between addresses is measured 168

using the PMCCNTR instruction, and it is privileged. 169

2) Unlike ×86, ARMv8 has different flush instruction, 170

DC CIVAC flush instruction to clean and invalidate 171

data cache so that next access can reach to DRAM 172

and also memory barrier instructions DSB 0XF, ISB is 173

used. 174

The Row bit (R) is a set of bits, that is determined, if address 175

pairs with a one-bit difference have latency greater than the 176

threshold. In similar manner, column bits (C) are detected, 177

except that addresses that differ at two-bit positions (R and 178

nonrow bit) are taken into account. Once the R and C bits 179

have been revealed, the next step involves determination of 180

bank bits. If a physical address has n bits, then n−(R+C) 181

remaining bits are regarded as “probable” bank bits, since they 182

may contain some unrevealed column and row bits. 183

Identifying Bank Bits for Construction of Bank Address 184

Functions (BAFs) To index DRAM banks, an exclusiveor logic 185

functions on bank bits are computed and are called as BAFs. 186

According to [12], ARM platform also employ XOR functions, 187

which can be one-bit or two-bit functions. We made modifi- 188

cations to the approach in [7] specific to ARM, as their work 189

identified BAF for ×86. Unlike their algorithm, that considers 190

physical pages into account. The input to our algorithm is the 191

physical address, as we discovered that our probable bank bits 192

are present in both the offset and the physical page. Once BAF 193

is revealed, the leftover bits are analyzed. By examining the 194
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memory sheet of the target device, we were able to determine195

that the row and bank bits sets required to index banks and196

rows, respectively, are complete. As a result, leftover bits are197

part of an incomplete set and thus are assigned to the column198

bit set.199

B. Proposed DRAM Profiler Tool: Flip-on-Chip200

The factors our proposed tool takes into account, as well as201

information that BFP collects, is discussed next.202

1) Rowhammer Test Tool: We assess the device vulner-203

ability to bit flips by performing the rowhammer test. To204

perform deterministic rowhammer, accurate address mapping205

information is utilized. Given that current DRAM modules206

include millions of different rows and that the addresses are207

not chosen at random for hammering, thus, using the revealed208

information helps to narrow the search space. Additionally, it209

takes a reasonable amount of time to cause bit flips in victim210

rows. In addition to the DRAM address mapping, three other211

essential factors are taken into account by our tool: 1) the212

hammer methods; 2) the hammer patterns; and 3) the data213

patterns for effectively triggering bit flips [13]. To the best of214

our knowledge, there has not been an investigation that looks215

into the ways these important factors affect bit flips on DRAM216

modules of embedded devices.217

a) Hammer methods: To make sure that a memory access218

is serviced from the DRAM, instead of cache, the follow-219

ing eight ARM-compatible instructions provided by [9] are220

examined.221

1) Data Cache Clean by Virtual Address to point of222

coherency (PoC) {DC CVAC} with and without DSB.223

2) Data Cache Clean and Invalidate by Virtual Address to224

PoC {DC CIVAC} with and without DSB.225

3) Data Cache zero by virtual address (DC ZVA) instruc-226

tions with and without DSB.227

b) Data patterns: This parameter sets the data values228

for both the victim and the aggressor rows, and 8 such data229

patterns are taken into account [13].230

c) Hammer patterns: This indicates the number of231

aggressor rows to be hammered, and our tool considers232

double-sided and many-sided patterns [13].233

2) BFP: After hammering each aggressor rows, memory is234

scanned and a bit-flip table storing physical addresses of both235

aggressor pairs and victim locations is created. Since most236

of the victim locations are repeatable, it is quite likely that237

the same value of a cell can be corrupted in the future [1].238

Thus, the information gathered in the bit-flip table becomes a239

valuable resource for an attacker, and it can be used to plant240

security-sensitive data at a target area and then exploit it. Also,241

the defence mechanisms can guard these vulnerable areas.242

III. EVALUATION243

In this section, we present the Proof-of-Concept of both244

tools by evaluating them on two memory modules. We com-245

pare our proposed method with the technique described by [9]246

in terms of induced #bit-flips, and also examine the data247

gathered by BFP.248

Experimental Setup: We validated our proposed approach249

on two LPDRAM modules: 1) LPDDR4 memory of RPI 4B250

TABLE I
REVERSE ENGINEERED DRAM MAPPING

TABLE II
AVERAGE #BIT FLIPS INDUCED ON LPDRAM MODULES

device and 2) LPDDR2 memory of RPI 3B+ devices using 251

a Linux raspberry-pi 5.15.32-v8+ kernel. In order to ensure 252

that we do not overlook any addresses that are required to 253

locate the mapping information, and also to discover all vul- 254

nerable memory locations, we mmap a large chunk of memory 255

(70%–80%). 256

A. DRAM Address Mapping Unveiling Tool 257

To generate deterministic mapping, the data sheet of RPI 258

4B and RPI 3B+ corresponding to memory part [14] and [15], 259

respectively, were consulted to obtain the memory configura- 260

tion. We successfully uncovered DRAM address mapping as 261

shown in Table I for these two devices. A specific DRAM 262

setup is shown in a quadruple by the DRAM Configuration 263

column: (number of channels, # DIMMs per channel, # ranks 264

per DIMM, and # banks per rank). Here, BAF (BAF0) for 265

RPI 3B+ represents XOR-ed combination of two bank bits 266

13th and 14th. 267

B. Flip-on-Chip 268

Here, we assess our tool effectiveness in terms of induced 269

#bit-flips. 270

1) Comparison With State-of-the-Art: Using the DRAM 271

mapping data provided by our mapping tool and state-of- 272

the-art work [9], respectively, we executed the Rowhammer 273

test on both devices and found that our mapping results 274

were as expected. We obtain a greater number of bit flips 275

as compared to a number of bit flips induced by [9]. The 276

double-sided rowhammer technique with the DC ZVA ham- 277

mering approach was specifically used in this experiment. We 278

executed five rounds of rowhammer tests for each setting, 279

and results are shown in Table II. The data stored at both 280

aggressor rows and victim rows was 0xffff/0xffff/0xffff and is 281

64-bits wide. R1–R5 represent the five rounds, and from the 282

average column it can be observed that our tool consider- 283

ably induced more bit flips compared to state-of-the art. We 284

noticed that not all the victims produced by the [9] code fol- 285

lowed the ideal description of a victim, which is a bit-flip 286

location that is situated in the same bank as the aggressor 287

rows. We ran their code on RPI 3B+ and found a 25.40% 288

error in the victim’s location. Thus, these results justify the 289

correctness of knowing full information of physical-DRAM 290

address mapping and highlights the importance of bank bits 291

information knowledge. 292
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TABLE III
#BIT-FLIPS INDUCED ON LPDDR2 AND LPDDR4 MODULES

2) Analysis: A look at the literature related to bit flips on293

embedded devices, reveals that the research has been restricted294

to causing bit flips using rowhammer. No further analysis295

has been done on exploring either the location and pattern296

of victim addresses or exploring bit flips on various devices.297

However, such an analysis is of utmost importance since prior298

knowledge of vulnerable locations in a DRAM will enable299

attackers to mount RowHammer attacks in a more efficient300

and precise way. In this work, we tried to provide an analysis301

of the bit flips that were recorded using the Flip-on-Chip tool.302

The aim is to answer the following research questions.303

1) RQ1: Do the victim addresses stays the same, if bit-304

flip procedure is carried out on a different experimental305

board?306

2) RQ2: If bit flips occur in some victim locations of an307

embedded DRAM, do they occur consecutively in the308

DRAM, or they occur in some region?309

To address these questions, four LPDDR2 modules of the310

RPI3B+ boards running Flip-On-Chip and state-of-the-art311

approach were used as experimental set-up. Both approaches312

were executed repeatedly on each of these devices, collect-313

ing the common victim memory locations in a bit-flip table.314

Results of the experiments were produced when there is little315

variation in the common number of bit flips between rounds.316

The results show that when our tool and the state-of-the-art317

approach were executed, they were able to determine almost318

99% (%) Common Victims Across RPI’s in three rounds and319

70% in five rounds respectively.320

Further, we found that these aggressor rows that corrupt vic-321

tim locations are consecutive and the longest sequence length322

is 16. We found, 1175 such small clusters. Next, we tried to323

find how distant these found clusters are from each other. Is324

there any specific pattern they follow? We discovered that a325

total of 14 such clusters or zones are there and each of them326

are, evenly spaced from each other. The largest memory clus-327

ter included 6464 bit flip causing aggressor rows. Using this328

information, an adversary will have prior knowledge of the329

space they may utilise for placing security sensitive data.330

3) Examining Key Parameters: Our Flip-On-Chip consid-331

ers three primary configurable parameters, and the effects of332

those parameters on two DRAM modules are shown here.333

Table III shows maximum #bit-flips triggered on LPDDR2 and334

LPDDR4 DRAM in response to various data patterns, along335

with the hammer method that caused those bit flips. The data336

pattern 0x55/0xaa/0x55: checkered board is most effective in337

triggering bit flips on LPDDR2. On LPDDR4 modules, only 338

killer pattern: 0x6d/0xb6/0xdb, 0x92/0x49/0x24 induced the 339

flips among all data patterns. 340

IV. CONCLUSION 341

In this work, we examined, in great detail, how different 342

parameters, such as knowledge of DRAM address map- 343

ping, hammer patterns, data patterns, and hammer methods 344

affects bit flips on embedded devices. Our study demon- 345

strates that having knowledge of underlying memory geometry 346

information have a significant impact, as the attackers can 347

cause significantly more bit flips by choosing target addresses. 348

To support our work, we developed DRAM Address Mapping 349

Unveiling Tool to reverse-engineer the DRAM address map- 350

pings for ARMv8-based devices. Further, we also tried to get 351

analysis result on the likelihood of getting repeated bit flips 352

on a memory module and found interesting patterns in victim 353

locations using Flip-On-Chip tool. 354
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